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Real-time passenger information systems were developed in the 1980s
but there was a hiatus until the 1990s when the Department
of
Transport approved a new trial with a view to expanding the system to
cover the whole of London. The Route 18 experiment was sponsored
by LT Planning and by London Buses Communications Systems (who
provided the technical project manager). Other divisions of London
Transport, and some major private firms, were also involved. The
system is marketed under the name of Countdown.
Why is it needed ?

Buses are a highly efficient mode of transport; they occupy the road
space of two cars but have an average load of 16 passengers and a peak
load of 65 or more on the approaches to central London (in contrast, a
car carries 1.3 occupants on average). Buses offer flexibility of service
in the short and medium term. They consume only a thirtieth of the
fuel that cars would need to move an equivalent number of people and
generate only a fraction of the pollution.
But buses are heavily impeded by congestion. The South and West
Area Study showed that on Route 37, while average journey times were
close to those scheduled, variation was enormous. Bus priority schemes
can help, especially in peak periods, and buses can be fitted with
transponders to lengthen green times at traffic lights; these give only
small time savings per junction but the total benefits are large.
Countdown's role is to improve information to passengers. A study by
Accent Marketing had suggested that the public have a poor view of bus
reliability. Waiting for a service about which no information is supplied
and which is out of sight can be a frustrating experience. There is little
public faith in timetables and only 25% of the users knew how to use
one, let alone believed in them.
Countdown lets passengers know when the next and subsequent buses
will arrive, and can give special messages. It has to be capable of being
updated rapidly as traffic conditions change.
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How is it provided?
The French are among the leaders in this field; an early system was set up
in Nice. It uSed a red light moving on a line diagram to monitor the bus'
progress, and also showed the expected arrival time. It did not show the
destination, though this would not matter if all buses at the stop had the
same one. Its graphical presentation was liked by passengers.
The Route 36 trial in 1985-6 used a one-line display and showed the
destination and arrival time of the next two buses. It used a good, accurate
algorithm to drive it and was very successful, providing useful experience.
But the equipment was expensive and it made heavy use of London Buses'
radio channels.
Route 18
This route runs from Sudbury to Baker Street and King's Cross
(terminating at Baker Street at evenings and weekends). It is operated by
double-deckers, generally on a six minute frequency. Unlike route 36, the
route is shared with few others and monitoring of changes in patronage
would therefore be easier. Centrewest, the operating company, were
receptive to innovations and ready to participate.
The display gives the
route number, direction (east- or westbound), destination and number of
minutes until the arrival of the next three buses. It copies the already
familiar Underground format. The desirability of information on direction
seemed to be borne out by market research. Information on the order of
arrival is, strictly speaking, redundant but was kept to give consistency with
the Underground.
The displays for the second and third buses alternate.
A third line on the display can be used for other information. The Route
36 trial had suggested various other needs: real-time special messages
referring to other routes at the same stop; time-sensitive messages (e.g. "No
buses after 19:00", triggered by the last bus); and event-sensitive messages
(e.g. "Service running normally", in the event of a strike). The system had
also to avoid showing wrong or misleading messages.
How it works
The vehicle location system has been in use for many years. It uses
roadside microwave beacons plus on-bus transponders and wheel counters.
These show where the bus is and how long since it passed the beacon, and
are accurate to within 10 metres. Satellite-based systems and Datatrak (as
used on the now defunct Riverbus) were considered, but the former was
untried and the latter did not allow the desired accuracy. A learning
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algorithm is used that is told which stops the bus will pass and how long it
is expected to take; initially this was based on a historical database which
took into account diurnal variations (for instance, that Thursday is pension
day). The timings of the previous three buses are given special weight in
order to monitor the effects of traffic congestion, although clearly it may
never be possible to take minute-by-minute variations into account. In the
light of initial experience the historical database has largely been dispensed
with and predictions are now based purely on the current service
conditions.
The data are sent to the signs by landline. The signs themselves are
mounted on brackets under the shelter roofs, where they are easy to see
over people's heads. The rear panel of the sign locks it in place, making it
highly vandal-resistant.
Of the 50 signs installed, only two have suffered
attempts at vandalism, neither of which caused the sign to malfunction.
The characters on thee display are 47 millimetres high and formed of red
LEDs. These are cheaper than liquid crystal displays and easier to read in
bright sunlight, while the matrix format makes it easier to scroll the
message. Where there is no bus shelter the display can be mounted on a
stop sign-cum-noticeboard, facing away from the road. Where the display
is on a shelter it faces away from the oncoming bus to avoid distracting the
driver; this consideration, as well as the cost, also rules out double sided
displays.
Some 50 of the hundred or so busiest stops have been equipped, though at
some sites there have been problems with local authorities objecting to the
design of the freestanding structures. The use of landlines would make
incorporating
a telephone box possible, although there is as yet no
arrangement with British Telecom to do this. The stops are now named,
and it is intended eventually to install "next stop" indicators on the buses.
The driver enters the trip details, such as destination, manually: on Route
36 it had been extracted fromt he schedule but in the event the system had
continually to be updated. It has been necessary to "police" the driver input
but in over 95% of cases the drivers have complied. If they forget to do so,
the displays default to simply "eastbound" or "westbound".
A pilot follow-up interview of 47 people showed that 32 had understood
the displays; where there had been misunderstanding
it had mainly
concerned the order of arrival. This feature may be taken out.
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From previous research, passenger benefits can be quantified at 12 pence
per journey. This is derived from stated preference work following the
Route 36 experiment. The average fare per journey is 39p, so this amounts
to between a quarter and a third of the fare. Over a year this comes to
between £900,000 and £1 million and could generate £250,000 per annum in
revenue on Route 18.
The cost for Route 18 was £1.4 million, including development, electricity,
BT charges and the cost of supporting service control at the garages. For
100 routes, with 4000 stops, the cost could be £35 million but this would still
give a good fmancial and social return.
What about deregulation?
Merseytravel
want to install a similar system but could only do it on a
tendered route as its provision would imply a subsidy. An alternative
would be to try to sell the system to bus companies, but if the service were
unstable this might undermine it. It is hoped that the installation can be
completed in London if deregulation
takes place. The Department of
Transport seems to be in favour as it could alleviate some of the ill-effects
of deregulation and be combined with stored-value ticketing.

Discussion
Paolo Camara asked whether there had been any surveys of changes in
passengers' travel behaviour resulting from the scheme. Stephen Balogh
replied that this had not yet been done because the system was still being
adjusted.
A study had been commissioned
into the information
requirements at different types of stops, including those with many routes,
and it was proposed to pilot new types of sign. There have been interviews
with Route 18 passengers. Some have been able to pop into a shop if the
bus is still a few minutes away, while others give up waiting.
Peter Collins asked whether there had been any problems with the
reflected image on shelter roofs. Stephen Balogh replied that there had so
far been no complaints but if the problem arose the sign could be hooded
or a fllter installed (which would make cleaning difficult).
David Hollings observed that the stated preference valuations were similar
to earlier transfer pricing studies. But a lot of emotions and attitudes were
involved: one respondent in a group interview had used strong language to
express approval of a scheme but this might not be reflected in behaviour.
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Stephen Balogh said that revenue would be monitored and a further stated
preference study would be undertaken.
The results of earlier studies
seemed consistent with each other and new studies were recognising the
importance of budget constraints upon behaviour (not that these were
expected to be important in this case). The benefit/cost ratios for the
scheme which LT had presented
in its report to the Department
of
Transport erred on the pessimistic side.
Ian Gilliver asked about unavoidable costs on, say, a 10 kilometre route.
Stephen Balogh gave values of £26,000 per stop on Route 18 and an
annualised cost of £240-£250,000 (discounting capital costs). This could be
reduced to £13,000 per stop (including the shelters, which were possibly a
transfer cost within LT), and it was hoped in future to achieve £7,000 per
stop for 4,000 stops through falling hardware costs and also by using
simpler signs and smaller displays. Radio could be used instead of
landlines but electricity was cheap and the BT lines were a fixed cost. it
could also be possible to offer a "fixed contract" to operators, who would
have to ensure that data were correctly
entered
and supply any
supplementary information that needed to be displayed on the third line.
Chris Dawson asked whether the data input could be used to replace other
data services. Stephen Balogh replied that it could be used to monitor
service quality and for academic research. In future it might be used in
connection with vehicle guidance systems. But so far pre-existing data
sources were still being used. In response to a further question he added
that there did not appear to be any observed cases of waiting passengers
gravitating to stops with displays in preference to stops without, or walking
on to the next stop if a bus was several minutes away.
Andrew Spencer asked about corruption of the data. There could be
problems with the landlines, and buses turning short might erroneously
trigger off displays downstream. Times might become less accurate as the
bus approached,
particularly because of traffic lights. Paolo Camara
described how he had waited at a Marylebone Road stop for ten minutes
while the display remained frozen at "one minute".
The suggested
explanation was that the bus had broken down.
Peter Jones asked whether the landlines could be used also as help lines.
This was possible as the lines are two-way; they could also be used to
monitor faults. If telephones were installed there might be trouble with
pranksters. At stops near the Royal National Institute for the Blind's
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headquarters a vocal message can be requested [similar to, but not quite as
sophisticated
as, the Netherlands'
"talking bus stops"]. In answer to a
further question Stephen Balogh said that market research indicated that
passengers wanted time rather than location information about the buses,
although if times were very changeable locational information might be
preferred.
Relative times (minutes until arrival) were also preferred to
actual times (times of day). David Hollings added that passengers might
forgive inaccuracies but not the withholding of information, and that if
displays gave locations of buses but not times it might be thought that LT
was afraid of committing itself.
Peter Jones suggested that at stops near stations Underground information
could also be given, with bus drives instructed to wait for passengers from
arriving Underground trains who might want to change to bus. Stephen
Balogh said that this was done in some cities, such as Munich, but there
were no plans to do so in London. The prevailing ideology was against
integration although local arrangements might be made. Duriing group
discussions no one had said that information about other services at other
stops should be displayed. Chris Jolly drew attention to the concern that
under deregulation operators might not want to disclose details of running
to competitors. Stephen Balogh agreed that this matter had been raised in
Southampton but there was no evidence for or against. The Bus & Coach
Council was anxious for operators to co-operate at a local level. In fact, as
Chris Jolly pointed out, if an operator's bus was shown to be a few minutes
away, so that a waiting passenger went into a shop in the meantime, a nonsubscribing operator's bus which then arrived, unannounced, might lose the
passenger. So it would be in operators' interests to participate.
Chris Dawson asked whether a mintue on the displays was always 60
seconds long. Stephen Balogh replied that variation was inevitable, but the
timings were not usually revised upwards, even if there had been a delay. If
a bus broke down the driver was supposed to log out of the system, so that
the bus would "disappear". Paolo Camara added that on the Continent'
some displays gave actual, not relative, times and these sometimes
advanced; this eroded the system's credibility.
Report by Andrew
Westminster

Spencer,

Transport

Studies

Group,

University

of

NEW ENTRANT AIRLINES AND EUROPEAN LIBERALISATION
Peter Morrell, Cranfield Institute of Technology

This presentation
discussed the scope for increased competition in the
European air transport market through a consideration
of the industry
structure, market characteristics
and economic factors. The impact of
liberalisation
to date is accompanied
by an assessment of barriers to
competition and some possible solutions are advanced.

Scope for Competition
If liberalisation is to give the benefits expected we need the possibility of
new airlines entering the market or existing airlines entering new markets.
The UK has been promoting a multi-airline policy for some years but many
new entrant scheduled airlines have failed eg Air Europe, Air Ecosse,
Genair and Highland Express. Of these only Air Europe really made a
significant impact.
Competition can be considered on the basis of each city-pair market. In
the case of Stockholm-Athens for example there is no non-stop service and
various airlines compete with connecting services. In general however,
European routes are too short compared to those in the USA for one-stop
services to be competitive.
Consider London-Paris. There are dearly no indirect routings here! It is
not however well defined as to what constitutes an individual market. Is it
all London airports (giving a wide choice of operators) or a specific airport
pair (where there may only be one carrier flying).
A new entrant to this market could be:
Existing scheduled airline
based in either country eg BA, Air France, Dan Air, TAT
based in third country eg Cathay Pacific, Aerolineas Argentinas,
International (minimal service at present time)
Existing charter airline
eg Air Europe when it started service

Pakistan
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Start-up airline
eg First European's

Share of West European total pax kID (0/0)
proposals (subject to financing)

Licensing Requirements
The rules governing market access on intra-EC
identified in the third liberalisation package:

routes

from 1993 are

Air carrier licensing:
(i) Airlines require an operating licence (not route specific) and should
be controlled by EC nationals (special case exceptions: Monarch Swiss and Britannia - Canadian).
(ii) Demonstration of fmancial fitness - must be able to meet normal costs
for three months from capital and present a Business Plan to meet all
commitments for one year.
(iii) Technical requirements:
Air Operators Certificate requires crew
licensing and maintenance criteria to be met.
Route access:
. (i) Access without restrictions.
(ii) Scheduled and charter services treated equally.
(iii) Governments can only intervene if normal fares (lowest unrestricted
fare) too high.
(iv) Seventh freedom possible eg BA flying Brussels-Rome.
(v) Transition period for domestic routes with some protection until 1997.
(vi) Public Service Obligations (thin routes with less than 30 000 seats per
annum), protection for one carrier eg Cardiff-Dublin.
(vii) Congestion/environmental
problems. Distribution rules may exist
between airports in a system.

Scheduled Airlines
There are more scheduled airlines in Europe than the USA:
In 1978 there were 37 European carriers operating large aircraft whilst by
1992 the figure had grown to 71. The corresponding
figures for smaU
aircraft operators are 47 in 1978 and 92 in 1992. During this period the US
industry has contracted. A large number of airlines doesn't necessarily
imply the industry is not concentrated however:

British Airways group
Air France group
Lufthansa
KLMgroup

20.4
15.7
12.8
8.3

Current European strategy is towards mergers and take-overs of low cost
operators to try and reduce the average cost base. For example, BA has
swallowed up Dan Air, TAT and Deutsche BA. This is a trend that may be
working against competition - but arguably BA's presence at CDG through
TAT could increase competition although British Midland believe the big
carriers tend to act as an oligopoly. In Germany, the commuter airlines
NFD and RFG have merged to create Euro-Wings but this still operates
only small aircraft on peripheral routes and has avoided confrontation with
the majors. In France and Germany, the small airlines have traditionally
operated international services under contract to the flag carrier. This has
given them little marketing exposure and makes a poor training ground for
introducing more competition.

Charter Airlines
A number of one-time charter airlines have tried their hand at scheduled
services. Perhaps the most famous example was Laker, although since then
Air Europe and TEA of Belgium have tried and failed also. Orion was
absorbed by Britannia who themselves are reverting to an aU-charter
operation.
Experience so far is not very encouraging. Monarch has obtained a toehold on a few leisure dominated routes. Transavia have at least survived on
London-Amsterdam but are not showing any signs of expansion. LTU has
started low frequency long-haul schedules between Germany and Los
Angeles, Miami etc merely by changing the designation of previous series
charters. Viva is an Iberia subsidiary operating the more leisure dominated
routes but is not trading profitably. Meridiana (the former Alisarda) is
trying to develop a niche out of Florence. Aero-Lloyd survived for a while
but Lufthansa have bought them out. Minerve/Air Liberte operate some
long-haul from France - these airlines are related to Club Med.
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There are thus a lot of independent carriers in this sector but at the end of
the day not much scheduled competition to show for it. It is very difficult
for the former charter operators to achieve the business class yields to
make scheduled services profitable.

(ii)

Thin routes
An example of this is Scandinavia-UK
where SAS had operated
Birmingham-Copenhagen but fcU1edto make a success of it. BEA then
took over first with turbo-props and more recently with jets.

(iii) New routes

This covers routes with no non-stop service previously. If they are of
any length, jet aircraft are likely to be too large making it difficult to
find many opportunities in this category.

Start-up Airlines
The most dramatic impact in the United States came from Peoplexpress - a
completely new entrant. Various examples in Europe of new airlines
include:
Cityflyer Express (Turbo-props from Gatwick)
Excalibur (Charter with A320)
London City Airways (niche carrier)
Scottish European (transatlantic from Prestwick)
Air Foyle (went into cargo instead)

UK

Germany

France

Hamburg Airlines (stuck to turbo-props after dallying with
the F100)
Conti-Flug (fly to London City)
German Wings (started domestic German services head to
head with Lufthansa but rapidly went bust)
TEA France (made little impression)
Euroberlin Goint Air France-Lufthansa

initiative)

Basically, a rather thin list!

Markets for New European Air Services
(i)

Trunk routes
This tends to necessitate a low price to obtain any market share. Air
Europe tried to cut business fares when it started flying London-Paris
but these were blocked by the French and ended up charging much
the same as everyone else. British Midland has made a feature of
marginally undercutting incumbents on business fares. Both these
airlines have had to offer an improved product as well as lower fares.
Virtually all the trunk route competition is in Northern Europe - it
doesn't exist within the Mediterranean,
or on North-South routes
where there is charter competition.

(iv) Niche airports
Examples include Berne, Florence, Innsbruck and London City. Here
airlines are protected in the direct competition that they face due to
the peculiar and restrictive characteristics of the airport.
(v)

Hub operation
For a new airline this needs a large investment and also a suitable
airport for expansion must be found. British Airways/KLM tried to go
for Brussels through the Sabena World Airways scheme. BA has
created Eurohub at Birmingham. If there are other opportunities
nobody is seizing them. Hubs can however provide an important way
of trying to build up traffic density.

(vi) Feeder operation
These involve airlines who have no great ambitions of their own but
are content to act as feeders to the large national carriers (eg
Cityflyer). Although typically selling-out in the end, they can often be
quite successful.
(vii) Express cargo/Post Office
This typically requires 'Quick-Change' aircraft that can be adapted to
freighters for night flying. Because most of this market moves at
night, noise sensitivity is a critical factor, favouring turbo-prop and
BAe 146 operators.
A parallel to this is to do business services Monday-Friday and charters
Saturday-Sunday. First European planned this but is does pose problems
with seating configuration.
AEA figures show that the choice of carrier on routes flown between EC
countries in 1991 was as follows:
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o airline
1 airline

2 airlines
3+ airlines

?
350
250
40

Economic Factors
Cost levels
Labour costs are the only major area where a new entrant can gain a cost
advantage over an incumbent airline. Consider British Airways versus Dan
Air. BA staff were paid significantly more (especially pilots). BA asked its
own staff to take a 30-50% cut in salary to join the new Gatwick BA
whereas Dan Air staff only had to take a 10% cut. Similarly for cabin
attendants. British Midland is lower cost than BA on a route specific basis
but BA operates a wider system which reduces its overall cost levels. New
entrants can reduce costs still further in these respects but potentially lose
out on ticketing and sales due to their lower traffic volumes and lack of
market presence. It may be possible to contract out much of these services
however. If one compares Lufthansa with Aero-Lloyd, the latter's pilots
were paid half Lufthansa's rates but maintenance staff received similar
remuneration. In the case of Austrian and Lauda, Austrian pays its pilots
three times as much: now Lufthansa is buying up Lauda.
Fuel only accounts for about 10% of operating costs. The new entrant is at
a slight disadvantage because of its lower throughput.
Maintenance can be contracted out by new entrants. They can also shop
around for cheaper food etc rather than being tied to an in-house
operation.
Aircraft can be obtained on very low lease rates at the current time due to
the glut of spare equipment.
First European
have tried to lock into
competitive lease rates and contract charges negotiated under difficult
market conditions.
Productivity is a contentious issue. Typical pilot block hours per month
(they do ground work as well) are: 35 for BA or Air France, 45 for British
Midland and 60 for a UK new entrant. Aircraft utilisation poses a more
mixed picture: BA gets 7.5 hours out of its 737s against 9.5 for British
Midland. Austrian however utilises its A310s for 13.5 hours a day whereas

Lauda's 767s only do 11.5. Unit costs are lower for larger aircraft: a Dash 8
travelling Dresden-Munster-Gatwick
costs 5c per seat km whereas a 737300 gives unit costs as low as 2.2c per seat km. This makes it difficult for
new entrants to maintain a cost advantage unless they can use large
aircraft.
Product and yield
In leisure markets the key characteristics

of a new entrant service are:

low cost/price
competitive product (may be basic no frills)
tour operator distribution
In business markets the key characteristics

of a new entrant service are:

competitive frequency
quality product/image
distribution network controlled by major carriers
forced to operate from secondary airports eg Gatwick
foreign originating market difficult
As charter -- > scheduled there tends to be a large increase in operating
costs which it is not easy to recover by attracting more business traffic.

Solutions?
Airport access for new entrants is a major problem. Heathrow is 100%
utilised at peak periods and Frankfurt 97%. At Munich airlines find the
new airport too expensive. Alternative niche airports such as London City
don't have very large markets. It may be necessary to free up some slots to
increase competition or allocate any new/vacated slots to new entrants.
It may be necessary to take some action on predatory pricing. Lufthansa
were wiping out some of their competitors through unsustainable fares.
Mergers may need to be controlled more rigorously. By acquiring Air Inter
and UTA, Air France has effectively stifled any serious rivals in the French
market.
Foreign ownership may have to be permitted to maintain competition
keep some of the peripheral airlines going at all.

or
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State subsidies may have to be curtailed. This has always been a problem
with state owned airlines such as Iberia, Air France and Aer Lingus however much money they lose, the government has been willing to bail
them out.
If the regulators do nothing however, a result akin to the banking service in
the UK may result, with a 'big four' high street banks operating
an
oligopoly with poor service and nothing much to choose between them. The
'charter' banks are the building societies but they stick to private savings
(equivalent to personal travel) and don't interfere with the big operators in
the business market.

A: BA is doing that at Birmingham and Gatwick. At Gatwick they could
only cut the pay of their own staff by moving them into a new business unit.
Q: What is happening
charter markets?

to the differentiation

between the scheduled

and

A: 'Seat only' is the first stage in charters going scheduled. LTU has taken
over Thomas Cook signalling greater vertical integration in the leisure
market.
Q: EC will keep some control on full fares. What is this? Many full fares in
Europe still seem very high!

Discussion
Q: What is the role of EC on mergers?
A: They have a turnover threshold below which no referral is necessary. Air
France-Sabena was above this threshold but allowed. Slots may have to be
ceded to other airlines to maintain competition in specific markets eg
Paris- Nice when Air France took over UTA and Air Inter. Worldwide
competition is also an issue.
Q: Will protection
of domestic services until 1997 pose a problem
airlines seeking to build up a competitive network?

Q: Why do not the large airlines set up smaller operating units?

to

A: BA has attempted to enter the French and German markets through its
minority stakes in TAT and Deutsche BA. Domestic routes are generally
lower yield than international but may be needed for feeder purposes/hub
operation.
Q: Why have major airlines taken strategic stakes in small airlines and why
do small airlines sell out?
A: Owners are happy to get some sure return on their investment. Often a
lot of capital and risk is required to expand further. It is often easier for the
big airlines to get into low cost operations by 'saving' a failed carrier rather
than starting from scratch. Lufthansa met with considerable resistance
when they tried to get a two-tier wage structure onto their domestic
operation.

A: There was a case recently where the UK referred a whole batch of fares
to the EC who said yes they were rather high but didn't do anything. EC
can intervene if they view the cheapest fully flexible fare to be too high.
Q: In the US has there been evidence
carriers?

of price wars between the major

A: The driving force behind price competition has been the new entrant
airlines or major carriers near bankruptcy and desperate to generate cash
flow. Continental which has been regularly in and out of 'Chapter 11' in
recent years has established a reputation as a price leader. The major
carriers have used yield management to minimise the impact of price
competition.
Q: Utilisation of charter aircraft is traditionally high but why do British
Midland work their 737-300 aircraft harder than BA?
A: British Midland have shorter turn-around and more services very early
and late in the day than BA. Some aircraft are also used on charters at the
weekend. Higher utilisation spreads depreciation/lease
payments and so
reduces unit costs,

Report by Nigel Dennis, Transport Studies Group,
University of Westminster
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LONDON·

A WORLD CITY

Keith Gardner, Assistant Chief PlaDner (Transportation),
Advisory Committee

London Planning

LP AC is currently reviewing Strategic Advice and Guidance for London.
Consultation on draft advice (which LPAC will give to the Government)
planned for July to October with a [mal version being issued early in 1994.'

The World City Project
LP AC was set up by a Lords' amendment to the London Government Act,
1985 as a committee of Members from each London Borough and the City.
LPAC has obtained a large element of consensus across London, its main
tasks of LPAC being:
To advise the London Boroughs on planning, development
and
transport issues of common interest to them.
To advise Government Departments
on what the Boroughs think
about planning, development and transport issues.
To let local authorities around Greater London, and any bodies on
which they and the London Boroughs are represented, know what the
London Boroughs think about these issues.
One of the key issues is transport and members see the link with land use
as a priority. This has to be seen within the four-fold vision for London put
forward in 1988 Planning Advice:
Civilised city offering a high quality of environment
World centre of international trade and business
A city of stable and secure residential neighbourhoods
A city of opportunities for all
This four-fold vision led to the formulation of a transport strategy on seven
main themes:
Modernisation and augmentation of rail and underground systems
Comprehensive traffic system management
Restraint of cars coming into Central London
Improved bus services
Management and selective improvements to the orbital road network
in Outer London
Better conditions for pedestrians and cyclists
Co-ordination
of land use and development
with the transport
strategy

The Project was launched in spring 1990 to identify the right framework of
urban policies needed to ensure London's success relative to other world
cities as it moves towards to the 21st Century. The study objectives were:
Assess how London's role might develop until the years 2001 and
2011.
Identify
and evaluate
London's
comparative
strengths
and
weaknesses.
Identify and compare key problems, threats and opportunities.
Assess comparative
experiences
of urban policies, including
infrastructure, in addressing problems and taking up opportunities to
address these key problems.
Draw lessons from the success or failure of these policies.
The study was largely about perceptions of Chief Executives in, especially,
multi-national
companies and their concerns over Europe and real
competition within the same time-zone.
The consultants, first, identified that there are three essential inter-linked
components to a successful world city . wealth creation, job generation and
quality of life. Underpinning each of these components is the enabling
infrastructure including transport and communications, commercial and
residential accommodation, and the provision of education, training and
skills. Figure 1 shows the interactions of these components.
By looking at the attributes of a number of world cities it was possible to
group them. It was clear that currently there are four cities which contain
all the attributes (see Figure 2) - London, Paris, New York and Tokyo.
The study concentrated
on these four plus Frankfurt
and Berlin,
interviewing chief executives about the key attributes of each city.
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The executives were questioned about attitudes towards strategic planning
in their own city. Nearly 90% of the executives in London said that there is
a role for a strategic' body in London, compared to 80% in New York and
Tokyo and about 60% in mainland European cities. However, when asked
whether their cities have 'good' integrated forward looking city-wide
policies, only 10% considered London to have such policies compared to
20-30% in New York and Tokyo and about 70% in mainland Europe.

Figure 1: World City Attributes

All the executives considered infrastructure as an important ingredient in a
city's ability to compete.
Figure 3 shows the ratings for London by
London-based
business compared to overseas cities as rated by their
businesses. Only on two attributes - office provision and housing - does
London rate higher than overseas cities.

Figure 3: London's Ratings on Infrastructure Attributes
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Source: Coopers & Lybrand Deloine
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A matrix was built to compare the world cities with strength
and
effectiveness in transport, built form and education on one axis against the
scale, creativity and diversity in wealth creation, jobs and income, and
quality of life on the other axis (see Figure 4). New Y or k which is shown
low on the infrastructure axis and low-medium on the other axis could be,
therefore, categorised as in terminal decline. Although London is highest
on the wealth creation, jobs/incomes and quality of life axis, it was only just
better than New York in its infrastructure.
Paris, Berlin, Tokyo and
Frankfurt all had higher rated infrastructure - with Paris and Tokyo only
just below London on the other axis.

The consultants to LP AC proposed a framework
policy priorities based on three components:

for developing

Planning better intra-city mobility, innovation and enterprise, and a
cleaner, more pleasant and safe environment.
Promotion "ia a London Forum.
Policies on education and training, culture and entertainment,
and
housing for lower income households.
Figure 5 shows the interrelationship of these priorities, indicating the most
important and those that are supporting.

Figure 4: Creativity and Control: The Disposition of World Cities
Figure 5: Proposed Framework of Urban Policy Priorities
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Table 2: The effective provision of the Enabling Transport

Aspects of the World City Project

Keith Gardner turned to the transport aspects as part of the first of three
components just described. Five key attributes of transport in a world city
are:
strong and effective planning process
mass transport
integrated fares system
environmental protection
efficient highway network

Mass
Maximum score
=5
London
Paris
Frankfurt
New York
Tokyo
Berlin'

transit
system
2
5
5
1
3

Integrated fares

Environ- Highway
mental
network
protection

5
5

3
4

4
1
1

1
2

.

2
3
3
1
3

Infrastructure

Strong & Effective
planning control

1
4·5
3-4
1
4-5

It is very difficult to compare cities because of their differences

in size
(both population and area). The following table shows these differences:

*

The re-unification
of Germany (and Berlin) means that future
proposals were difficult to evaluate at the time of the study.

Table 1: The scale of the cities compared
Conclusions

Population (m)
Area (sq, km,)
Employment

(m)

Transport Systems
Road (km)
Rail(km)
Tram/bus

network

London

Paris

Tokyo

New
York

Frankfurt

Berlin

6,76

10.65
12,012
5.0

12.0
1,109
8.4

18,0
4,060
8.4

0,6

3,3

1,565
3.7

116
1,300

888
nJa

13,025
3,392
2,784

9,600
1,237
2,227

22,098
2,004
1,030

83,600
2,395

nJa
51

5,130
299

2,345

844

1,644

4.2

7.1
3.4
19.2

18.7
2,1

4.9
3,7

0,6
0,6

2.7
3,0

10.6

nJa

0.9

nJa

Daily Travel
Rail passengers
Busrrram
Car(m)

(m)

passengers

(m) 4.0
9,0

After talking to businesses, MV A made an assessment of how each city was
rated on the effective provision of five key transport aspects (see Table 2).
London is unique in not having city-wide government,
especially in
transport. Paris, on the other hand, has a masterplan and invests in mass
transit which is seen as the "second car", whereas Tokyo had a demand-led
approach with a growing awareness of the need for management.

MV A thought that there were now five strategic priorities for transport in
London. This follows on from the fact that London is unique in having no
regional government. The five key areas are:
Master Transport Strategy
The research by Richard Ellis had shown that 83% of London respondents
recognised the importance
of having integrated and forward-looking
strategic policies and that 89% saw a role for a strategic planning body to
help alleviate London's transport problems.
Regional Planning Organisation
The creation of a central body to implement the plan - the DoT has taken
on this role but should the national authority be the regional strategic
planning authority ?
Long-term secure funding regime
Assuring of adequate, secure, long-term funding is vital to implement
plan.

the
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Action to reduce the environmental

impact

London needs, as a priority, to reduce the adverse impact of traffic: the
objective of this policy would be to create a more pleasant environInent to
live and work in, thereby improving the quality of life.

25
seem to have the same problem? Keith thought that it is because local
government is treated as an adjunct of national government unlike other
countries.

Programme to manage travel demand

Further Reading

The objectives for doing this would be to allow the highway network to
operate more efficiently, to reduce business costs, to save resources and to
reduce pollution.

London World City, HMSO 1991

Discussion

Roger Mackett (University College) opened the discussion by questioning
how far perceptions are correct and made the comment that the quality of
life in London is quite good. Keith, in answering, said that it is very
difficult to get comparative statistics - however, if perceptions continue,
then London could be "wiped out" in world city terms, London compares
well on green spaces and is, in fact, more attractive than made out to be. In
Paris, for example, noise and other pollution is a problem that is not being
addressed.
John Cartledge (LRPC) commented that he does not judge world cities in
the same way as economists, being more interested in whether London
satisfies the desires of the inhabitants compared to, say, New York or
Tokyo. Keith agreed that there is a philosophical question about keeping
London as a "liveable" city, whilst the project was about wealth creation,
quality of life, etc.
Aubrey Benn (CBI) was concerned about where we go from here. Keith
thought that the main tasks are in promoting London, in education and
training issues, the planning of transport and the need to set local
government apart from central government.
Peter White asked whether a comparison was made of different ways of
raising finance? In answering, Keith said that not a lot of work was done
though property taxes and employment taxes were considered as well as the
need for a strong role for national funding.
John Cartledge commented that the Treasury only seems willing to fund
short term and will not hypothecate, asking why other countries do not

Report by Laurie Baker, Principal Transport Planner, London Borough of
Camden
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JUSTIFICATION

OF MOTORWAY WIDENING SCHEMES
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implementation
of the work. Obviously, much depended
assumptions built into determination of the preferred route.

upon the

Richard Cuthbert, W.S. Atkins Planning

The well-attended
June meeting was devoted to a talk on a topic of
possible
contention
considering
the furore which arose on the
announcement of the Government's proposals to further widen the M25.
The audience was not to be disappointed in the content of the talk as there
was further enlightenmnet as to the way the Government structures the
process which eventually
leads to a decision to widen a particular
motorway, with comments on the apparent weaknesses in these procedures
and some illustrations of the process in practice. Your present reviewer
was disappointed, although not surprised, in noting that there was as yet no
place for alternative solutions to motorway congestion.
Richard Cuthbert started by putting his talk in the context of current longterm motorway plans of arounnd £19 billion. He said that understanding of
what was involved, the techniques to be used and the critique of the general
approach had emerged as a product of the experience of W.S. Atkins in
various 'widening' schemes, notably the M25, M4, Mll, the junction of the
A3 with the M25, between Junctions
18 and 24 on M62, etc. It was
important that the process by which such schemes were justified was
understood, so that the results could be put into the right context. Most of
his talk would be devoted to describing and commenting upon this process.
Focussing on the particular requirements
of a 'widening strategy' as a
means of providing more capacity, the key role played by traffic growth
assumptions is, as usual in transport problems, of paramount importance.
The DoT has introduced three principal constraints on the process of
forecasting traffic growth: first, the time of day is of no consequence;
second, there shall be no demand suppression;
and third, it is to be
assumed
that feeder roads will be improved
as necessary.
The
consequences of this procedure are that more traffic, of whatever kind,
automatically
gives more justification
for the proposal, and that an
accepted widening strategy automatically gives the justification for the
required feeder roads.
There were three stages to the process of obtaining a DoT 'commission' for
road building. Stage 1 was the 'preferred route' announcement, Stage 2
publication of the order for the work, and Stage 3 the detailed design and

The recommended
approach to Stage 1 oUhe process for the DoT
commission
is that, although local and strategic effects should be
considered, these should not be widespread and not too remote from the
road under consideration. Also there should be no peak hour forecasting.
The result is, inevitably, that one obtains a 'broadbrush' corridor study,
with coarse traffic forecasts covering 12 to 16 hour time periods.
Of much interest, and, perhaps, the cause of some surprise, were the
analyses of categories
of benefit from two road widening schemes
undertaken by WS Atkins. Four principal categories have been identified delays during construction, user benefits, the impact of maintenance, and
accidents. The effect on accident rates was not significant, so only the
other three categories appear in the following proportional breakdown. In
the case of the Mll, construction delays accounted for between -40% and
-15 % of total benefits (in other words, a dis benefit ); user benefits
(calculated through COBA) constituted between 90% and 85% of the net
benefit, and the effect on maintenance costs was between 50% and 30%.
The first of each pair of figures refers to a 'low' extimate of total benefit,
the second to a 'high' estimate. For the M25 the figures are, respectively,
-10% to -5%; 85% to 90%; and 25% to 15%.
Our speaker had some general observations to make. First, there was the
possibility of user benefits being over estimated. Second, the significance
of the maintenance benefits claimed gave rise to som~ queries regarding
present and future maintenance practices (there was a question on this see below). Third, perhaps alternative schemes were rejected prematurely
in Stage 1, and the debate at the Public Inquiry could be about Stage 1.
The lack of a comprehensive assessment of the local and strategic impact
was thought to be a weakness. Consultants tended to be too constrained as
to what they should consider as relevant in a particular case, with the result
that important issues could be closed off prematurely.
Richard Cuthbert examined three possible scenarios, reflecting various
conditions of traffic suppression, of the possible effect on user benefit of
adding further lanes to an existing motorway. Scenario 1 postulated a dual
3 lane motorway, with a peak flow of 6000 vph at an average speed of 80
kph, widened to dual 4 lane. Scenario 1 is a case of 'base year suppression',
and on the opening of the additional lanes speeds immediately rise to
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100 kph with an effect on user benefits, but flows gradually increase to 8000
vph and speeds fall again to 80 kph with a further effect upon user costs.
Figure 1 illustrates the process, the shaded areas representing changes in
user costs. In Scenario 2 there is a forecast growth in peak traffic to 7000
vph with a forecast average speed of 90 kph, and on the strength of this
forecast the motorway is widened now to 4 lane. Scenario 2 is therefore an
illustration of future suppression and Figure 2 illustrates what could be
expected to happen to traffic flow, average speed and user cost, contrasting
expected conditions with actual. Instead of 90 kph, speeds rise to 100 kph,
traffic 6500 vph, instead of 7000, with consequent effects upon user cost.
The third scenario envisages no current or expected traffic suppression,
and the consequence of extra lanes is speed differences by lane, 'braiding'
and pressure on feeder routes. As a practical illustr ation of the
consequences of additional lanes, the speaker quoted the case of widening
from 3 lanes to 4 lanes between junctions 11 and 13 of the M25. Traffic
increased by 33 to 36% between January 1989 (ten months before opening
of the additional lanes) and October 1990 (one year after opening).
In the discussion which followed, the speaker, in answer to a question from
Peter White, said that maintenance
benefits arose from 'ease of
maintenance, and the consequent user benefits, of more lanes' [presumably
from having more capacity still available when lanes are closed for repair].
Tim Powell said that the purpose of widening motorways was to generate
new traffic [withoutjustifying this generation]. The speaker retorted that 'it
may also relieve other unsuitable roads'. One speed/flow curve had to be
assumed for all lanes, as there was no means at present to differentiate
between lanes in this respect. Lindsay McDougall objected that traffic
forecasts could be faulty and took no account of possible relocation of
industry and services.
Other points made included the general question as to what constituted the
optimum speed for motorways (optimum in the sense of maximising
throughput). This brought forth the intriguing remark from the speaker
that it was probably about 55 and that consideration was being given to
limiting speed in order to increase throughput [the cost benefit
consequences of this should be interesting!]. Finally, does the 'do nothing'
situation assume continuous growth?
N.B. Comments in [ ] brackets are this reviewer's own comments.
Report by Don Box, Transport Economists Group
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Figure 1: Base Year Suppression Scenario
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THE EFFECTS OF RECESSION ON BRIGHTON TAXIS*
Figure 2: Future Year Suppression Scenario
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expected conditions
For the last few years Britain has been experiencing
a sharp trade
recession; so also have Europe and the United States. It is frequently
overlooked that England is not alone in this situation. The soaring number
of business failures, factory closures and staff redundancies has become a
familiar aspect of everyday British life and, in spite of the politicians'
predictions of "bottoming out" the economic crisis shows scant signs of
letting up.
Business trends over the last ten years have tended to concentrate on the
development
of service industries
and, as forecast
by farsighted
commentators, it is just these industries, of which the taxi trade is one, that
are the first to suffer in a recession; a shortage of spare cash inevitably
forces economies on the part of the consumer, i.e. the customer.

actual conditions

In the following article I propose to examine current trends in the Brighton
taxi and private hire trade against the background of the present economic
difficulties, to evaluate how far the trade has been affected, and to discuss
what has in practice been undertaken by the radio circuit operators and the
Council to offset the adverse effects of a downturn in the market.
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The term 'taxi' in this paper is synonymous with 'hackney carriage'; 'private
hire vehicle' should be defined as a motor vehicle constructed or adapted
to seat fewer than eight passengers, other than a hackney carriage or public
service vehicle, which is provided for hire with the services of a driver for
the purpose of carrying passengers [1].
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Flow

* Although the title of this article is "The Effects of Recession on Brighton
Taxis" both taxis and private hire vehicles, where necessary, have been
compared and contrasted in order to give a balanced understanding of the
situation.
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The Distinction between Taxi and Private Hire Vehicles

These increases were partly due to the following reasons.

Under the existing laws, a distinction is made between taxis, or hackney
carriages, and private hire vehicles. Hackney carriages are allowed to ply
for hire, that is to pick up unbooked passengers either from ranks or on
being hailed in the street. Private hire vehicles are only permitted to deal
with advanced bookings, usually made by telephone, and then passed on to
the driver by radio. Private hire vehicles compete with hackney carriages
for pre-booked
(radio) work but are not permitted either to stand and
queue at ranks or to ply for hire by accepting calls from the street.

1.

The adoption of the provisions of the Local Government Act 1976,
relating to private hirelicensing, resulted in the Council losing its
power to control the number of private hire cars.

2.

The suppression of demand for hackney carriage vehicle licences, by
limiting the number of licences issued by Brighton Council. (This
has resulted in a growing waiting list, of approximately 141 at the
time of writing).

3.

There was a growing demand for the service, which was unmet by
the then existing taxi/private hire vehicles.

The population of Brighton at present is about 143,356 [2], giving 1.88 taxis
and 1.77 private hire vehicles per 1000 of population respectively for
Brighton Borough Council. This is higher than the national average of 0.60
and 0.81 of all districts nationally [3], but might be typical of a resort town
with two universities, a thriving night life, and highly developed conference
and social amenities.

Table 1: Licensed Hackney and Private Hire Vehicles
Year (April)

1987

1988

1989

1990

1991

1992

1993*

Hackney
Carriages

269

269

269

269

269

269

269

Private Hire

176

187

215

243

214

198

177

As was mentioned above, this situation applied until 1990, resulting in an
increase in the ratio of private hire vehicles to taxis, which confirms the
findings of Fairhead (3). However, from 1991 inclusive, the recession had a
clear impact. From this year not only did the steady increase cease, but the
actual number of private hire vehicles began to decline. Why was this?
The following reasons may help to account for the situation:
1.

The demand for the service decreased for a variety of reasons,
principally, the failure and closure of businesses, and decrease in
work trips, evening travel and even shopping trips, mainly due to an
increase in unemployment. The registered unemployment (resident
based) rate for the Borough is 18.0% against the national average of
10.4% (11).

2.

An additional factor is the high percentage of car ownership in
Brighton. The 1991 census showed that there was one car to 2.8
persons and 57% of households in Brighton own one or more.
Upon becoming unemployed these households will most likely use
their own vehicle in preference to other public transport in urban
areas, but to what extent this has effected the trade is not clear.
Furthermore, there is a shortage of ready cash available to be spent
on strictly non-essential and leisure activities.

3.

Vehicle productivity - that is to say, "the proportion of the time
taxicabs are used by customers to total available time", (10) - has
increased, as has the availability of vehicles; this is mainly due to the
fact that unlike a few years ago, nowadays it not unusual for drivers
to work extended hours or in some cases an extra day or two, in the

* February
Source: Brighton Borough Council

By looking at the accompanying table it will be seen that there has been no
increase in the number of hackney carriage vehicle licences issued since
April 1986, due to the quantity control policy, when the number was 269.
Private hire by comparison has increased steadily over the years to 243 in
April 1990, a a growth of about 14.9% per annum between 1988 and 1990.
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4.

5.
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hope of meeting their commitments. A further effect is that drivers
are unwilling or unable to invest in a new vehicle and instead
pur'chase a vehicle which just meets the Borough Council's
requirements. (Brighton Council does not licence a taxi if it is more
than 3 years old and 5 years for private hire from the date of original
registration, and they do not renew it for more than 7 years for taxi
and 10 for private hire vehicles after the initial registration by the
Council, except for London type taxis for which 10 years more may
be permitted, if it is in exceptionally good condition.)

Table 2: Licensed Hackney and Private Hire Drivers

*

February

The decrease in demand made it difficult to meet operating costs
(office, weekly fees, insurance, maintenance, vehicle depreciation,
etc.), and run a viable operation. For example, a typical private hire
vehicle costs approximately £230 per week, depending on the age,
experience of the driver for insurance purposes, accident-free
periods, make and age of the vehicle and hire purchase interest
payable on the vehicle.

**

The decrease in number is because from this year the Council
decided to register only new drivers and those who renewed their
licence, therefore this does not represent a decrease in real terms.

A further discriminatory factor in the decline of taxi usage in
Brighton lies in the discrepancy between the tariffs imposed by
Hove and Brighton Councils. The close contiguity of the two
Boroughs tends to make this boundary vague and unclear. For
example the average fares charged for a three-mile journey for two
people are £3.90 and £4.30 respectively (6). Although this may
appear to be of a small consideration, upon exceeding a 5 mile
journey (which is the Brighton Borough boundary) the Brighton
tariff will increase from £1.20 to £1.80 per mile, while the Hove tariff
will remain about £1.10 per mile. As a result journeys exceeding 5
miles or involving multi-drop destinations (i.e. up to 4 passengers)
which might be in excess of this limit are more economical if Hove
taxis are used. Thus, in the long run Brighton taxis are losing out on
this kind of journey, since regular passengers will be aware of the
differential in tariff. However, it is difficult to quantify how far this
is a contributory factor.

The trend of decreasing private hire vehicles reflects a striking diminution
as compared with national figures which have risen. For example, Fairhead
(4) found that the average growth in the number of private hire vehicles
since 1989 in the districts which licensed throughout their areas was 10%.
For the same years in Brighton there was a decrease of about 17.6% (see
Table 1).

Year (April)

1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993*

Private Hire

235

251

308

331

330

319

269**

Hackney Carriage

709

770

792

826

845

879

720**

Source: Brighton Borough Council

In terms of drivers, it can be seen that there was a slight increase between
1987 and 1988 with only 16 private hire driver licences issued. The
numbers increased significantly between 1988 and 1990 by 80, but since
then they have decreased.
Unlike private hire drivers, the number of hackney carriage driver licences
issued in 1987-88 increased sharply by about 61, and since then it has
increased by about 3.35% per annum. Some of the reasons for this
fluctuation have already been noted.
When discussing private hire vehicles further reasons for the decline in
drivers could be that after 1990, running a private hire vehicle was hardly
viable (unless there was contract work such as school or hospital runs) with
the result that many drivers either ceased operating and went back to their
previous profession (if an opening was available) or transferred to being
hackney carriage drivers. In doing this they were no longer reliant solely
on telephone bookings but were able to avail themselves of on-street and
rank work.
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Effect on the taxi/private hire radio circuit operators
Radio circuit operators have suffered during this recession as well. There
is a decrease in the number of private hire and hackney carriage vehicles in
the radio circuits - many of the latter having possibly gone on to become
independents (about 13% of the taxi fleet); working without radio these
rely instead on hailing and rank work, because the owners do not think they
get enough work to justify payment of the radio operators' weekly fees.
This situation has had a knock-on effect on radio operators, which means a
loss of revenue of approximately £50 - £60 a week per vehicle, depending
on the finns' weekly fees. One well-known company for example, has lost
more than 30 vehicles. Of 11 radio circuit operators (not necessarily
vehicle owners), two have gone into liquidation or had to cease trading
during the last year and one other had diversified into minibus operations
only.
The reduction took place in two phases. The first of these was in late 1990,
when a number of private hire drivers left the trade or became hackney
carriage journeyman drivers.
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part of radio circuit operators could be seen as one product of the
recession, and was considered necessary by them in order to get more
vehicles into circuit and increase their revenue.
This policy of relaxing standards was probably misjudged. In the long run,
radio circuit companies, by increasing the volume of work, can attract
additional vehicles for the circuit and not a reduction in standards. Rather
than lowering standards, they should have concentrated on a more
comprehensive advertising policy and meeting the needs of existing and
account customers, i.e. restaurants, fmancial institutions, hotels, etc., and
where necessary offering discount facilities, for example a 10% reduction
for large account customers or the installation of direct line telephones in
restaurants, supermarkets, hotels or places where there is a potential
demand for the service. As an incentive for generating trade, installation
costs for direct line telephones should be borne by the company operator
and not the telephone user. One Hove firm successfullyimplemented some
of these policies in both Hove and Brighton.

The second was when, due to the poor state of the trade, even some
hackney carriage journeyman drivers found it difficult to earn a reasonable
livingand subsequently ceased trading.

Because of a marked decline in the volume of business, radio circuit
operators could show a sympathetic understanding for drivers' plight by
limiting the number of taxi/private hire cars they take on, thus ensuring that
the existing work was shared between a reasonable number of cars. In
addition they could also freeze the weekly office fees payable until an
upturn in the market is clearly visible.

Arguably, unlike a few years ago, the taxi trade is no longer considered a
lucrative operation. In fact there are only three maj or radio circuit
operators in Brighton, one of which operates only hackney carriage
vehicles, and owns 5 taxis whilst having about 160 Brighton taxis in their
circuit (about 63% of Brighton taxis in total).

Financial consequences for Brighton Council's Licensing Department

The other two operate a mixture of both hackney and private hire vehicles
on their circuits, and between them have a majority of Brighton private hire
vehicles.
The loss of hackney carriage or private hire vehicles has meant a loss of
revenue as far as radio circuit operators are concerned. This situation has
led to the relaxation of conditions on the part of some operators; for
example, joining fees have been abolished, the cut-off registration date for
vehicles is no longer applied, and one company no longer insists on private
hire vehicles being in the same colour. This change of requirements on the

It was noticed that since April 1990 (see Table 1) there has been a

reduction of about 66 in the number of private hire vehicles. Even if one
assumes that there will not be any further decrease in the number of private
hire vehicles, this reduction means a loss of 66 X £125 = £8,250* (8) for
the coming licensing year. But the Council" recovers the cost of licensing
by charging for the various licences" (5). One consequence of this policy
could be that the remaining Hackney Carriage and Private Hire vehicles
will have to bear some of the loss of revenue in the form of an overall
increase in various licensing fees for the coming year.

*

For simplicity of the calculation we are taking into account only
vehicle licence fees, not drivers' licensing fees.
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Brighton Council's policy

Suggested Innovations for Future Policy

In the foregoing discussion we have outlined the current trends in the taxi
and private hire market. One would therefore like to see a policy of "no
change" while the present economic climate persists.

The continuing uncertainties over the economic situation which at present
sees no improvement on the horizon either for Brighton Council's financial
position or for the drivers, who can no longer rely on the industry for
earning a reasonable living.

The recommendation by Brighton Council's sub-committee on 3rd March
1993, to issue a maximum of 10 hackney carriage vehicle licences on
condition that the licensee should operate wheelchair accessible vehicles
was quite surprising (5). According to the latest survey carried out in 1991
by Steer Davies & Gleave, "there is no significant unmet demand" and this
was accepted by Brighton Council's licensing sub-committee
on 11th
February 1992.
The present depressed market does not justify the increased issue of
Hackney licences. Therefore one could question the criteria on which this
decision was based. Nevertheless it should be noted that flfteen regulating
Councils have issued "extra licences for wheelchair accessible vehicles", the
lowest of which is Exeter with 2 and the highest Kirklees with 22. Sixty-two
other regulating districts have made use of either "purpose built taxis or
wheelchair accessible vehicles" mandatory between August 1991 and
December 1999 (12). The Council's objectives seemed to be manifold; two
of the salient reasons were to reduce the number of drivers on the waiting
list (which was 141) and increase accessibility for disabled passengers.
The decision, while motivated by the best of intentions, was somewhat
belated and ineffective and it did nothing to ameliorate the present decline
in the market and high incidence of extra traffic and rank overspill.
An additional effect of the new policy could be to increase the premium
payable on the "plates" issued unconditionally; new plates were issued on
the condition that they be used solely in conjunction with FX4 type or
wheelchair accessible vehicles. Drivers might now understandably be more
reluctant to invest in these expensive or other new vehicles, in view of the
manner in which the new taxi licences were issued and also the uncertainty
of Brighton Council's future policy which does not exclude deregulation.
One objective of any transport policy
approach for both user and provider. A
(5) could with benefit be postponed, at
council's policy appears to be inadequate
the Taxi-Private Hire market.

should be to achieve a balanced
policy of "phased-in deregulation"
least temporarily. At present the
in addressing the problems facing

At the present time the Council has no power to "refuse to register or
transfer a hackney carriage vehicle licence" (5); they lost it in 1982 due to a
court case. A change in the law at national level is necessary in order to
prevent a hackney carriage licence holder transferring his/her licensed
vehicle for a monetary consideration
to the highest bidder. In 1990,
previous to the recessionary situation, the premium for a licensed hackney
carriage was around £25,000 to £30,000 (7), depending on which circuit and
the condition of the vehicle. Although the present price is about £16,000,
this is still well above the national average of £8,800 (4).
The effect of this change would be that, if a hackney carriage owner did
not, or no longer wished to, operate the licensed vehicle, the licence could
then be reissued to the next person at the top of the waiting list. This
would have the advantage of (a) giving some kind of "meaning" to drivers
on the waiting list and (b) eradicating the element of monetary value which
hackney vehicle licences have acquired.
Any such change in the law would have to be implemented over a phasingin period, to enable licensed hackney carriage holders who have purchased
their "plates" to recover some of the money invested.
In future this would presuppose that only one form of licence exists, thus
removing the present distinction between hackney and private hire licences.
This would save time and money in unnecessary litigation.
Sixty-one
councils have faced a legal challenge after refusing to issue a taxi licence
(4).
Rather than issuing hackney carriage vehicle licences in a haphazard
manner, the Council should undertake a survey to establish the size (if any)
of "significant unmet demand for disabled passengers". Such a survey could
also identify (a) what percentage of wheelchair users regularly use the taxi
service and (b) what proportion of these users are permanently confmed to
their chairs, i,e. are not semi-mobile and have to be transported by London
type taxis (only about 6% of the Brighton taxi fleet is wheelchair
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accessible).
This latter group should be taken into account when
considering issuing additional hackney carriage vehicle licences because
many disabled and indeed old people find difficulty in getting in or out of
London style taxis and prefer saloon type taxis. Under the Transport Act
1985, Part V, "Grants for Transport Facilities and Services" (Section 106),
Brighton Council can "as it thinks fit" provide fmancial assistance to drivers
who are prepared to supply services facilitating travel by disabled persons.
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